
B I O B A L A N C E

WELCOME TO THE
WORLD OF

CARE TECHNOLOGY

Feel the force of
your cooling lubricant...

Increase performance

Improves process

receive hygiene 

Saves money

COOLING LUBRICANT CARE



Welcome to the world of care technology
 
Armin Hamma Umwelttechnik is a traditional family-run business. 
We can support you with our decades of experience and an outstanding level of service. 
We are a perfect partner in the field of cooling lubricant maintenance. 
You can obtain our products from renowned machine and plant manufacturers, 
well-known tool dealers and from manufacturers and distributors of cooling lubricants. 
Of course the products can also be purchased directly from ourselves here in Tuttlingen. 

Perfectly aligned mixing and maintenance technology allows machines to produce more quickly, 
more stably and more precisely today. Today Hamma's maintenance technology is really adding 
value with cooling lubricants. Hygiene standards are being raised and absence through illness is 
being cut significantly. You are working in a very clean working environment. 
Maintenance technology only requires a small financial investment today and it can really reduce 
costs for your company. 

Please join with us to discover the forms of maintenance technology which Hamma offers. 
The products will enable you to produce more quickly, more safely and more precisely. 
Come and secure a maintenance system tailored to your requirements. 
After all you are the key focus of all our actions. 

We would be delighted if you chose to place your trust in us.

Your family-run company, 
Armin Hamma Umwelttechnik

                

Armin Hamma
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H E R S T E L L E R
Z E R T I F I Z I E R T

M A N U F A C T U R E R
C E R T I F I E D

BIOBALANCE
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Biobalance is the prevention of undesirable and excessive breeding of germs, 
bacteria, fungi and yeasts. It maintains the natural biological equilibrium.

A healthy and efficient cooling lubricant is of huge importance for modern production with an eye on 
the future. Cooling lubricant which is hygienic, sparing in terms of resources and adapted to the 
production process is the key to further success.

In order to start correctly you mix an efficient and durable cooling lubricant with the fully electronic 
MISCEO mixing unit. This allows the desired product characteristics of your cooling lubricant to be 
developed to the maximum.
During the maintenance phase for your cooling lubricant the MIKRO provides your cooling lubricant 
with sufficient oxygen and floats the impurities up to the surface via very finely defined air bubbles. 
The flotation of the air bubbles guides the impurities towards the RAPID oil skimmer. This removes 
undesirable tramp oils in order to protect against excess lubrication during the production process. 
Suspended matter which is bound in the oil is also removed and the abrasiveness in the cooling 
lubricant is reduced. This will extend the service life of your machines and tools considerably. 
The RAPID oil skimmer and the MIKRO micro ventilator jointly maintain the quality of your cooling 
lubricant over a considerably longer period. The hygiene of the medium is improved markedly. 
You live more healthily and you are spared from unpleasant odours. 
The mobile CLEAN-TOWER maintenance system combines cleaning and ventilation in one unit. 
The principle of dissolved air flotation increases the efficiency of the maintenance to an absolute 
maximum. You keep your cooling lubricant at the highest level.

Well-maintained cooling lubricant can lead to companies enjoying considerable increases in performance, 
better quality and cost reductions. Odour should no longer be used as an indicator for change these days. 
This is linked to health risks and drops in performance and quality. Maintenance products enable you to 
keep your cooling lubricant hygienic while maintaining a high level of performance. You also save money!

without maintenance
with the BIOBALANCE maintenance range
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B I O B A
MISCEO

RAPID & MIKRO

- Mixing device
- Dosing device
- Battery pack
- Container trolley
- Level monitor for the
  automatic filling
- Piping components

- Oil skimmer
- Micro aerator

MIXING & DOSING DEVICE

CARE SYSTEM

THE  PERFECTE  CARE  SYSTEM

Site 6 - 15

Site 16 - 31
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L A N C E

CT 150

ACCESSORIES

- Mobile care system
- Test kit
- Chip stick
- Magnetic broom
- Barrel key
- IBC key
- Canister key

MOBILE
CARE SYSTEM

AROUND YOUR PRODUCTION 

FOR  YOUR  LUBRICANT  CARE

Site 32 - 35

Site 36 - 47
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The professional solution for mixing 
water-miscible cooling lubricants

*** now also as dosing device ***MISCEO 

Your benefits with the mixing device
perfekt angemischter Kühlschmierstoff
exaktes Mischergebnis
einfache Bedienung
erkennt leere Gebinde
flexible Schlauchlängen
abschließbar
automatische Abschaltung
automatische Maschinenbefüllung
befüllen wie an der Tankstelle

Your benefits with the dosing device
genaue Dosiermenge
automatische Nachdosierung
einfache Bedienung
erkennt leere Gebinde
flexible Schlauchlängen
abschließbar
automatische Abschaltung

MIXING AND DOSING DEVICE

NEW NEW NEW NEW  

THE WELL-KNOWN MIXING
DEVICE NOW ALSO AS
DOSING DEVICE FOR
ADDING ADDITIVES
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Mixing capacity

Weight

Mixing ratio

Dimensions

Connection voltage

from 600 to 2000l/h

8,5kg

0,5 - 15% (in steps of 0,1)

365mm x 274mm x 150mm l/b/h 

100-240V / 50-60Hz

Power

Operating voltage

60-65W

24VDC

Technical data

Pressure resistance max. 6bar

 

The Misceo 3 makes it possible for you to mix cooling lubricant very
precisely, quickly and reliably. It indulges you with its straightforward
operation, fill level detection, automatic cut-out on reaching the
fill level plus the latest mixing, measurement and control technology.

The new "rotation initiation" mixing process allows you to achieve
the best cooling lubricant quality with the Misceo 3 in the blink of
an eye. Benefit from the highest production quality, production
speed and production stability. Also reduce your production costs.
The basis of stable, efficient cooling lubricant is the correct mixing.

The Misceo 3 offers you straightforward mixing from 0.5% to 15% in
0.1% increments. Its unique rotation initiation mixing process allows
it to attain the best mixing result, which guarantees you the best
possible service life for both tool and machine. The Misceo 3 warns
you before your cooling lubricant concentrate starts to decline and it
detects empty concentrate containers.

The Misceo D3 provides you with the possibility to continuous
additives into the cooling lubricant. The operation is very easy
and the dosing is automatic and very accurate.

By continuous additing of additions into the cooling lubricant can
be further improved and processes be stabilized. Optimize your 
fabrication, increase your manufactoring performance and lower
your costs.

Thanks to quipment the Misceo is perfect assistant
in your production.
 

You can use the operating 
counter to record and monitor 
your consumption

You can use the filling nozzle to 
fill your machine up just like you 
would at the petrol station with 
an automatic cut-out

Increase with the Misceo your
mixing quality on one Maximum,
thanks to rotation initiation

Use the key switch to protect 
your MISCEO against
unauthorised use

Dosing capacity

Dosierzeit

bis ca. 100l/h

Time from 1 minute till 30 days 

Dosing amount 5ml - 9999ml je Zyklus
In the past

Mixing Quality 

Misceo

MISCEO - Mixing- dosing device

DOSNING DEVICE

 
MIXING DEVICE
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Produktübersicht
MISCEO 

Price

2190,00 euros

Article-No.
Description

Mixing- & Dosing device

Misceo - Standard

2001010    Misceo 3 - Mixing device Standard
                Mixing device mixing procedure of cooling lubricant,
                including operation counter.
                : system separator nach DIN EN 1717operational pre-requisite

2001050    Misceo D3 - Dosing device Standard 
                Dosing device for adding additives,
                including operation counter.

Misceo 3 - Standard includes following equipment:
- Basic unit - Misceo 3 
- Barrel screw joints
-  (2m)Concentrate suction hose
-  (2m)Outlet hose mixture
-  (2m) - only at mixing deviceWater inlet hose
-  (3/4"i) - only at mixing deviceWater tap connection
-  (1,8m)AC adapter
- Instructions and brief instructions
= Ready for your use

Operation counter for Misceo for detecting flow rates
- Cycle counter for water*, concentrate and time
- Total operation counter for water, concentrate and time
- Including maintenance function for concentrate according to set amount

Adapt the Misceo 3 to your
individual requirements

2190,00 euros

* Water is only considered in the mixer
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Price

3190,00 euros

Article-No.
Designation

Misceo - Exklusiv

2001011   Misceo 3 - Mixing device Exklusiv
               Mixing device mixing procedure of cooling lubricant,
               including operation counter and equipment package for
               demanding use (Overflow monitor for Misceo).
               : system separator nach DIN EN 1717  operational pre-requisite

2001051    Dosing device Exklusiv 
                Dosing device for adding additives, including
                operation counter and equipment package for 
                demanding use.
                 
Misceo 3 - Exklusiv includes following equipment:
- Basic unit - Misceo 3 
- Operation counter
- Key switch
- Overflow monitor Overflow monitor, level-float, 
  and emergency stops
- External information output
- Intelligent pressure control
= Ready for your use

Operation counter for Misceo for detecting flow rates
- Cycle counter for water, concentrate and time
- Total operation counter for water, concentrate and time
- Including maintenance function for concentrate according to set amount

Key switch, including 2 keys and key ring.
The key switch gives you the option to protect your
Misceo from unauthorized use.

- a spare key is separately available, article no.: 2001169

Overflow monitor for Misceo
The monitoring support helps you to prevent overfilling
the tank. Connecting cable, 3 m. Including bridging plugs

- Extension cables in every length available separately, article no.: 2001125

External information output for Misceo, for using external signal lamps,
signal horns or for integrationin machine controls. Including connection
diagram and plug.
- Connecting cable article no.: 72001311 separate availables, see page 12

Intelligent pressure control for Misceo for fixed piping for using a filling gun,
a check valve or drain cock.It is possible to fill several machines using a closed
circular pipeline. Function: If the pressure in a line drops, the Misceo starts
the mixing operation and fills the machine until the pressure rises again 
by closing a check valve, for example.

* Water is only considered in the mixer

3190,00 euros
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Price

3690,00 euros

Article-No.
Designation

Misceo - Premium

2001012   Misceo 3 - Mixing device Premium
               Mixing device mixing procedure of cooling lubricant,
               including operation counter and equipment package for
               demanding- and automated use.
               : system separator nach DIN EN 1717operational pre-requisite

2001052    Dosing device Premium 
                Dosing device for adding additives, including
                operation counter and equipment package for 
                demanding use.
                 
Misceo 3 - Premium includes following equipment:
- Basic unit - Misceo 3 
- Operation counter
- Key switch
- Overflow monitor Overflow monitor, level-float, 
  and emergency stops
- External information output
- Intelligent pressure control
- automatic
= Ready for your use

Operation counter for Misceo for detecting flow rates
- Cycle counter for water, concentrate and time
- Total operation counter for water, concentrate and time
- Including maintenance function for concentrate according to set amount

Key switch, including 2 keys and key ring.
The key switch gives you the option to protect your
Misceo from unauthorized use.

- a spare key is separately available, article no.: 2001169

Overflow monitor for Misceo
The monitoring support helps you to prevent overfilling
the tank. Connecting cable, 3 m. Including bridging plugs

- Extension cables in every length available separately, article no.: 2001125

External information output for Misceo, for using external signal lamps,
signal horns or for integrationin machine controls. Including connection
diagram and plug.
- Connecting cable article no.: 72001311 separate availables, see page 12

Automatic system for Misceo for automatic filling
The automatic function uses the floating Min, Max and Emergency Stop switches
of your machine to fill this automatically. 
Including 3 connection plugs (Min., Max., Emergency Stop),
3 bridging plugs (Min., Max., Emergency Stop), connection diagram,
without connecting cable (available separately, article no.: 72001311)

* Water is only considered in the mixer
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Product overview
MISCEO 

Adapt the MISCEO
to your individual 
requirements

Accessories

Price

Article-No.
Designation

1019,00 euros2010000
Battery pack for the Misceo 3 mixing unit
Output voltage: 24 V DC, max. 3 AH

199,00 euros82001120

Further interesting accessories you find on page  36
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659,00 euros71001003

199,00 euros

199,00 euros

2001212
Signal lamp for external information output
2001211
Signal horn for external informaiton output

280,00 euros71001002

69,00 euros72001520
Analog level indicator for 200l- and 60l-barrels 

129,00 euros2001112
Level float for Overflow monitor for Misceo 3

The battery pack makes your Misceo 3 even more flexible. Its high performance 
makes it possible for you to operate the Misceo for about 8 hours without having 
to connect to the electrical supply mains. Charging time 4 hours. The comprehensive 
display keeps you informed on a running basis as to the charge level of the battery 
pack. The battery pack can be turned on or off at any time. You can mount the 
battery pack directly onto the Misceo or on the barrel behind the Misceo.

The battery pack can also serve as a high performance energy storage system for 
other 24VDC devices. Dimensions (LxWxH): 352x130x165mm (13.8x5.1x6.5in.)

Wall console for MISCEO 3 including attachment material
The wall console makes handling the MISCEO 3 even more straightforward.
Container changes can be completed in no time at all.

Backflow preventer in line with DIN EN 1717
Protect your drinking water against contamination by cooling lubricant.
Mixing units and hoses in companies represent an immediate 
danger. According to the Drinking Water Ordinance DIN EN 1717 every company is 
obliged to protect its drinking water system adequately 
against contamination. This Backflow preventer guarantees this protection for 
cooling lubricant and other chemical substances up to Hazard Class 4.

filling nozzle with automatic shut off for Misceo 3, including 2 meter hose, 
- Connection thread on the filling nozzle -> 3/4 "i 
- Connection thread on the hose -> 1/2 "i 
* Prerequisite: Article no.: 2001150 Smart Print Control 
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Price

Article-No.
Designation

Level monitor FÜ-1

2850,00 euros2020001
Level monitor FÜ-1-24D complete set, 230 V 50 Hz,
with magnetic valve tension 24VDC, tube length Min/Max 240mm (9.4 in.)

INDUSTRIE 4.0

The Level monitor FÜ-1-24D complete set includes: 
   - Control cabinet with warning light and connecting cables
   - Emergency-Stop-Sensor
   - Min/Max-Sensor mit zwei frei programmierbaren Schaltpunkten
   - Magnetic valve
   - Emergency cut-off loop
   - Wall mounting cleat

Single components upon request.

Sensor probe for filling level sensor FS-1 minimum / maximum
72020332 = Length 240mm
72020333 = Length300mm
72020334 = Length 450mm
72020336 = Length 700mm
72020338 = Length 1000mm

34,00 euros
41,00 euros
47,00 euros
61,00 euros
87,00 euros

Sensor guard for filling level sensor FS-1 minimum / maximum
72020342 = Length 240mm
72020343 = Length 300mm
72020344 = Length 450mm
72020346 = Length 700mm
72020348 = Length 1000mm

124,00 euros
134,00 euros
140,00 euros
159,00 euros
184,00 euros

72001311
monitor portConnection cable, endless, 2-core for  (per meter)

2,30 euros

Components for piping systems:
72030501   Stainless steel-ball valve, 2-way, G 3/4", PN 63,
72030502   Stainless steel-ball valve, 3-way, G 3/4", PN 63,
72030507   Pressureregulator for drinking water 3/4",1,5-6 bar, DVGW
72030508   Check valve, slantingfit, G 3/4", stainless steel, PN 40
72030510   Pressure adjusting tank water, 18l, G3/4", flow through
72030511   Pressure adjusting tank cooling lubricant, 25l, G3/4"
72030512   Wall mount for pressure adjusting tank 25l, G3/4"
72030513   Wall mount for pressure adjusting tank 18l, G3/4"
72030514   Perfusion valve for pressure adjusting tank 18l, G3/4"
72030518   Flow indicator with rotor, G 1/2", length 92mm
72030520   Separable coupling 1/2", IG/AG, flat sealing up
72030521   Sealing up for separable coupling 1/2", IG/AG,

79,90 euros
235,90 euros
275,90 euros
144,90 euros
235,00 euros
235,00 euros

42,90 euros
42,90 euros
73,90 euros

192,90 euros
28,90 euros

6,90 euros

The FÜ-1 level monitor controls the automatic filling of a container completely 
electronically. Using sensors, the monitor recognises the fill level of a container 
and opens and closes a valve as needed. Its premium components (e.g. the 
emergency stop in accordance with WHG) make safe, reliable and automatic 
filling possible.
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Price

Article-No.
Designation

109,90 euros2001107
Concentrate suction hose for Misceo 3
incl. stainless steel foot-valve (2m)

42,90 euros

66,90 euros2001105
Outlet hose mixture for Misceo 3  
complete with quick-coupling, outlet and fastener hook (2m)

Replayements

2001106
Water inlet hose for Misceo 3
incl. faucet connection 3/4" internal thread (2m)

129,00 euros2001103
C adapter for Misceo 3
incl. euro plug adapter (1,8m)

15,90 euros
19,90 euros

Quick-coupling
- 13 mm für 1/2" Schlauch, Messing vernickelt (Art.-Nr.: 72001430) 
- 19 mm for 3/4" hose, nickel-plated brass (Art. Nr.: 72001431)  

6,50 euros

9,90 euros72001225
Concentrate suction hose, black (per meter)
flexible, easy serviceability

Water faucet connection, nickel-plated brass
- 1/2” i (Art.-Nr.: 72001440) / - 3/4” i (Art.-Nr.: 72001441)
- 1” i (Art.-Nr.: 72001442) / - 1/2” a (Art.-Nr.: 72001435)  

5,90 euros72001224
Hose for Misceo 3

Price

Article-No.
Designation

Maintenance

399,00 euros2002012
Saving package for Misceo 3: 
                Maintenance inclusive required components (without electro-platine and pump), 
                Cleaning, calibration (Art.-Nr.: 2002010) and update (Art.-Nr.: 2002011)
                Interval recommendation: every two years

349,00 euros2002512
Saving package for Misceo D3: 
                Maintenance inclusive required components (without electro-platine and pump),
                Cleaning, calibration (Art.-Nr.: 2002510) and update (Art.-Nr.: 2002511)
                Interval recommendation: every two years

149,00 euros2002000
Misceo loan unit for maintenance period of the saving package

1/2", orange fluorescent (per meter)



Refill your device directly
and locally, very easy,
fast and comfortable  

CONTAINER TROLLEY

Your benefits
easy shifting due to high quailty smooth-running wheels
ergonomic movement with E-Drive-Power
high-quality and robust execution
incoperate collecting tank
easy to clean
ideally matched for your Misceo
lots of handy options

FOR MISCEO

NOW WITH
E-DRIVE
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Product overview
CONTAINER TROLLEY 

Drive relaxed with your 
Misceo through your

company to fill

Container trolley

Price

Article-No.
Designation

2625,00 euros2040001
Container trolley, black with collecting tank
retaining strap for the container

9950,00 euros2040050
Container trolley with E-Drive, black with collecting tank
for the container including wall console for Misceo 3
- run time ca. 8h

You dont need a floor handling certificate

1.349,00 euros72030003    (Recommended for mixing device exit surface)

Outlet right, stainless steel  
124,90 euros

72030004
Swivel holder stainless steel, Swivel range: 165°

Automatic hose reel, 20m hose 1/2",

Suitable for Container Trolley with and without E-Drive:
82040060    Holder for documents, DIN A4
82040061    Holder for barrel key, stainless steel
82040062    Holder for filling nozzle, stainless steel
82040063    Holder for signal light, black
72040070    Cable drum

 
39,90 euros
29,90 euros
29,90 euros
on request
on request

1.349,00 euros72030005    (Advised for mixing device input side)

Outlet left, stainless steel
Automatic hose reel, 20m hose 1/2",

72040080    Upgrade-Set for E-Drive:
                  Our upgrade-set contains all required parts to
                  upgrade your Hamma-Trolley with E-Drive.
                  
                  Please insert your product-data (see product label)
                  in your order.

7250 euros

E-DRIVE

Accessories

E-Drive
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BIOBALANCE
Ready with special price
with your new stationary
Care system 

Your benefit:

CARE SYSTEM
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While the useful life of your coolant lubricant the micro aerator 
Mikro care for enough oxygen supply by lowest air bubble.

The characteristic of hygiene of your fluid will improve 
dramatically. Particulate material will carried on the surface and 
discharged from the Rapid oil skimmer.

During the maintenance treatment of your cooling lubricant the 
Rapid removes unwanted oil, lime soap and particulate material. 
The capability of your cooling lubricant grows and you can 
produce faster, saver and better. 

RAPID skimmer and MICRO micro aerator keep the 
quality of your cooling lubricant for a considerable 
extended period of time. Higher cutting speeds, 
longer life of your tools and machines are
the results. You live healthier and are escaped from 
unpleasant odors. 

The care system is easy to
install and use, highly effective
in performance at the same time.



Product overview
CARE SYSTEM

Removing foreign oils 
for tanks up to 2-6 m²

Your set for small and medium-sized machines

1225,00 euros2501000

Price

Article-No.
Designation

Mikrobelüfter Mikro 300

Bandskimmer Rapid 2.1

Auffangbehälter Rubi

Universal-Anschraubwinkel

Your set for medium-sized and large machines

1650,00 euros2501100

 

Price

Article-No.
Designation

Mikrobelüfter Mikro 300

Bandskimmer Rapid 2.1

Auffangbehälter Rubi

Biobalance

YOU SAVE

YOU SAVE
141 EUROS
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surface

2501000
Care system Biobalance
for tanks up to 2 m²
and a volume up to 500 l

Your carefree package for clean and efficient cooling lubricant 
for small and medium-sized machines.
 

Included is: 
- Rapid belt skimmer 2.1 with timer 
     - 3 skimmer belt with immersion depths 
       of 185 mm, 285 mm and 385 mm 
     - Universal bolt-on corner bracket 
     - Rubi collecting tray 
- Mikro micro aerator 300

100 EUROS

Care system Biobalance
for tanks up to 6 m²
and a volume up to 1000 l

Your carefree package for clean and efficient cooling lubricant
for medium and large machines.
 

Included is: 
- Rapid belt skimmer 1.1 with timer 
     - 3 skimmer belt with immersion depths 
       of 185 mm, 285 mm and 385 mm 
     - Universal bolt-on corner bracket 
     - Rubi collecting tray 
- Mikro micro aerator 1000



MIKRO
For aerating cooling lubricant 
and aqueous process baths

Your Benefits:
stable biobalance
very efficient cooling lubricant
highest cutting speeds
long service life for your tools and machines
a high level of skin hygiene; you live more healthily

MICRO AERATOR
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Use the timer switch to adapt 
the MIKRO to your
requirements

MIKRO - Micro Areator

The mounting bracket makes it 
possible to suspend the Mikro
in position

The efficient aeration
plates can be positioned easily 
and flexibly
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Contamination and biological pollution tip the biobalance of 
your cooling lubricant; your cooling lubricant is destroyed by 
bacteria ...
      ... it doesn't have to be this way!  

The micro aerator provides you with the
highest quality for your cooling lubricant thanks to the input of 
atmospheric oxygen. 
The MIKRO can be quickly adjusted to the requirements of your 
cooling lubricant due to its straightforward installation and 
operation.

The MIKRO can be controlled in line with requirements via its 
timer switch. The aeration plates provide assistance to enable 
very fine, defined air bubbles to float through the cooling 
lubricant with a defined upward speed. This allows the cooling 
lubricant to absorb the used oxygen once again and the 
biobalance is restored.

Tramp oils and the smallest of constituents of suspended matter 
are brought to the surface following the floating air bubbles. 
The floating air bubbles generate circulation in the cooling 
lubricant. The contamination on the surface is moved in one 
direction. The RAPID oil skimmer can deal with the 
contamination here. 
In this way you obtain a very efficient cooling lubricant with the 
highest cutting speeds while ensuring a long service life for your 
tools and machines. The higher level of skin hygiene achieved 
as a result of this is another benefit; you live more healthily.

You combine your MIKRO micro aerator with the RAPID oil 
skimmer to complete your maintenance. The combination of 
both products gives you a consistently clear and biologically 
stable cooling lubricant with optimal and long-lasting production 
properties.

Technical data MIKRO 200 MIKRO 300 MIKRO 1000

Submersion depth

Working temperature

Ceramic aerat body

Basin sizes

Voltage

Working range

Air line to the aerat body

Dimensions L x W x H

Distances between aerat bodies

Weight

230 V / 50 Hz / 5 W

310 x 83 x 62 mm

up to 750 mm

pH 4 - 12

1 Piece

up to 300 l

55 °C

2.4 kg

3 m

-

230 V / 50 Hz / 5 W

310 x 83 x 62 mm 

up to 1250 mm

pH 4 - 12

up to 500 l

2 Piece

3.0 kg

55 °C

3 m

1 m

230 V / 50 Hz / 10 W

550 x 83 x 62 mm

up to 1250 mm

up to 1000 l

pH 4 - 12

4 Piece

2 x 1 m

55 °C

4.7 kg

2 x 3 m



Product overview
MIKRO Micro aerator

395,00 euros2102000
Micro aerator 300 including aerating unit 
with 2 aerating plates
   - Aerates tanks up to 500 liters

Standard equipment:
- Basic unit with 3 m connection cable
- Time switch
- Areator unit with two areator plate and 
  3 meters air pipe, distance between 
  Aerates plates are 1 meter

Price

Article-No.
Designation

325,00 euros2101000
Micro aerator 200 including aerating unit 
with 1 aerating plate
   - Aerates tanks up to 300 liters

Standard equipment:
- Basic unit with 3 m connection cable
- Time switch
- Areator unit with one areator plate and 
  3 meters air pipe

Price

Article-No.
Designation

610,00 euros2103000
Micro aerator 1000 including aerating unit 
with 4 aerating plates
   - Aerates tanks up to 1000 liters

Standard equipment:
- Basic unit with 3 m connection cable
- Time switch
- Two Areator unit with each of two areator
   plate and 3 meters air pipe, distance between 
  Aerates plates are 1 meter

Price

Article-No.
Designation

Mikro 200

Mikro 300

Mikro 1000

up to 300 liters

up to 500 liters

up to 1000 liters
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3000mm

3000mm

1
0
0
0
m

m

3000mm

1
0
0
0
m

m

3000mm

1
0
0
0
m

m

Areator unit
for Mikro 300

Areator unit 
for Mikro 200

Areator unit
for Mikro 1000

Aerating of your cooling lubricant 
for tanks up to 1000 
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Price

Article-No.
Designation

Accessories

69,50 euros
99,50 euros

Aerator unit
for Mikro 200 including 1 aerator plate (Article-No. 2101002)
for Mikro 300/1000 including 2 aerator plates (Article-No. 2102002) 

4,90 euros71210015
Hose for Mikro 200 / 300 / 1000 per meter

2,10 euros72110002
T-hose connection nozzle

27,90 euros
27,90 euros
27,90 euros

Aerator plate, round,
standard Ø 132 mm (Article-No. 72110007) 
special Ø 107 mm (Article-No. 72110015) 
special Ø 60 mm (Article-No. 72110016) 

1,10 euros72110012
Hose clamp, black, for Mikro hose

2,10 euros72130001
Angled hose connection nozzle

2,10 euros72110011
Y-hose connection nozzle



RAPID
for removing
floating foreign oils 

Your Benefits
reduction in operating costs
extended service life for tool, 
machine and cooling lubricant
improves production quality
increases production speed
prevents odour pollution
clear view into the machine
increases levels of hygiene and 
employee satisfaction

OIL SKIMMER
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Use the timer to adapt the 
Rapid to your requirements

RAPID - Oil skimmer

By using the bolt-on corner
it is easy to install the RAPID 
quickly and flexibly

The RUBI collecting vessel collects 
your tramp oil securely and it has 
integrated overflow protection

The Rapid skimmer belt just 
removes anything which does not
belong in the cooling lubricant
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Continuous maintenance of the cooling lubricant is an 
absolute necessity if production conditions are to be 
maintained and improved. Tramp oil, lime soaps, fine dust 
and suspended matter degrade the cooling lubricant. The 
performance of your cooling lubricant is reduced and this 
places strain on the tools and machines. 

Using RAPID will lead to huge improvements.
You will see an increase in

- production quality
- production speed
- production stability  

in particular. 
There will also be a considerable reduction in your 
operating costs.

The RAPID is easy to fit and its unique stripping system 
ensures the highest discharge performance and therefore 
continuous and reliable cleaning
of your cooling lubricant. 

The straightforward operation of the RAPID means it can 
be adapted to your requirements very quickly.

To complete your maintenance you combine your RAPID 
oil skimmer with the MIKRO micro ventilator. The 
combination of both products gives you a consistently 

without care
with Rapid Oil skimmer or Mikro Micro aerator
with Rapid Oil skimmer and Mikro Micro aerator

time
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BELT SKIMMER

Technical data

Cooling lubricant quickly and easily
free of foreign oil

With the Rapid 1.1 belt skimmer
the removal of foreign oil at
Machine with a surface area of   up
to 6 m² are quickly and easily.

Standard equipment:
- Basic unit with 3 meter cable
- Double wiper
- Oil drain hose 0.2 meters
- Transport- and loading roller 
  (inclusive retaining bracket) 
  galvanised

for surfaces up to 6 m² RAPID 1.1
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Discharge rate

Belt length

Standard conveyor belt temperature

Special conveyor belt temperature

Belt width

Submersion depth

Standard conveyor belt working range

Special conveyor belt working range

Voltage

Weight

Power

10 - 20 l/h

starting from 600 mm

up to 40 °C

up to 70 °C

100 mm

starting from 185 mm

pH 7 - 11

pH 4 - 13 

230 V / 50 Hz

5.9 kg

35 W



for hot applications   (Skimmer belt not included in the basic unit)

for cooling lubricant   (Skimmer belt not included in the basic unit)Basic unit

Product overview
RAPID 1.1

Maintained and highly productive
cooling lubricant thanks to Rapid
for tanks up to 6 m² sureface

Price

72,00 euros
85,00 euros

104,00 euros
116,00 euros
128,00 euros
145,00 euros

18,00 euros

0710008
0710009
0710010
0710017
0710011
0710012
every additional one

for cooling lubricant and temperatures up to 40°C and pH 7-11

Dimensions

Skimmer belt

Article-No. Submersion depth

600 x 100mm
800 x 100mm
1000 x 100mm
1200 x 100mm
1500 x 100mm
2000 x 100mm
500mm

185mm
285mm
385mm
485mm
635mm
885mm
250mm

Price

103,00 euros
117,00 euros
137,00 euros
168,00 euros
188,00 euros
242,00 euros

54,00 euros

0711108
0711109
0711110
0711117
0711111
0711112
every additional one

ffor hot applications and temperatures up to 70°C and pH 4-13

DimensionsArticle-No. Submersion depth

600 x 100mm
800 x 100mm
1000 x 100mm
1200 x 100mm
1500 x 100mm
2000 x 100mm
500mm

185mm
285mm
385mm
485mm
635mm
885mm
250mm

869,00 eurosRapid 1.1 with stainless steel rollers 
and timer

0712102

839,00 eurosRapid 1.1 with stainless steel rollers 
without timer

0712100

PriceDesignationArticle-No.

739,00 eurosRapid 1.1 with timer0712108

709,00 eurosRapid 1.1 without timer0712107

PriceDesignationArticle-No.

Wählen Sie Ihr ZubehörSchritt 3Accessories and spare parts

Price

Article-No.
Designation

42,00 euros0700106
Universal bolt-on corner bracket for mounting the Rapid

 Special wiper for RAPID 1.1 (Art. no. 80710105)
Transport roll for Rapid 1.1  (Art. no. 80710005)
Transport roll in stainless steel for Rapid 1.1 (Art. no. 80710007)
Loading roll for Rapid 1.1 (Art. no. 80710006)
Loading roll in stainless steel for Rapid 1.1 (Art. no. 80710015)

132,00 euros
56,00 euros

136,00 euros
43,00 euros
89,00 euros

0700110
Rubi - Collecting tray for foreign oil 
Capacity 1.8 l

149,00 euros

belt skimmer
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Technical data

OIL SKIMMER
for surfaces up to 2 m² RAPID 2.1
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Cooling lubricant quickly and easily
free of foreign oil

With the Rapid 2.1 belt skimmer
the removal of foreign oil at
Machine with a surface area of up
to 2 m² are quickly and easily.

Standard equipment:
- Basic unit with 3 meter cable
- Double wiper
- Oil drain hose 0.2 meters
- Transport- and loading roller 
  (inclusive retaining bracket) 
  galvanised

Discharge rate

Belt length

Standard conveyor belt temperature

Special conveyor belt temperature

Belt width

Submersion depth

Standard conveyor belt working range

Special conveyor belt working range

Voltage

Weight

Power

3 - 12 l/h

starting from 600 mm

up to 40 °C

up to 70 °C

60 mm

starting from 185 mm

pH 7 - 11

pH 4 - 13 

230 V / 50 Hz

4.7 kg

35 W



Wählen Sie Ihr ZubehörSchritt 3

59,00 euros
74,00 euros
97,00 euros

106,00 euros
117,00 euros
131,00 euros

15,00 euros

0701008
0701009
0701010
0701017
0701011
0701012
every additional one

600 x 60mm
800 x 60mm
1000 x 60mm
1200 x 60mm
1500 x 60mm
2000 x 60mm
500mm

185mm
285mm
385mm
485mm
635mm
885mm
250mm

Price

87,00 euros
103,00 euros
126,00 euros
141,00 euros
164,00 euros
202,00 euros

40,00 euros

0701108
0701109
0701110
0701117
0701111
0701112
every additional one

AbmasseArticle-No. Eintauchtiefe

600 x 60mm
800 x 60mm
1000 x 60mm
1200 x 60mm
1500 x 60mm
2000 x 60mm
500mm

185mm
285mm
385mm
485mm
635mm
885mm
250mm

649,00 eurosRapid 2.1 with stainless steel rollers 
and timer

0702102

639,00 eurosRapid 2.1 with stainless steel rollers 
without timer 

0702100

Product overview
RAPID 2.1

Maintained and highly productive
cooling lubricant thanks to Rapid
for tanks up to 2 m² sureface

PriceDesignationArticle-No.

519,00 eurosRapid 2.1 with timer0702108

509,00 eurosRapid 2.1 without timer0702107

PriceDesignationArticle-No.

Price

Article-No.
Designation

42,00 euros0700106
Universal bolt-on corner bracket for mounting the Rapid

belt skimmer

PriceAbmasseArticle-No. Eintauchtiefe

für heiße Anwendungen   (Skimmerband nicht im Grundgerät enthalten)

for cooling lubricant   (Skimmer belt not included in the basic unit)Basic unit

for cooling lubricant and temperatures up to 40°C and pH 7-11Skimmer belt

for hot applications and temperatures up to 70°C and pH 4-13

Accessories and spare parts

0700110
Rubi - Collecting tray for foreign oil 
Capacity 1.8 l

149,00 euros

Special wiper for RAPID 2.1 (Art.-Nr.: 80701107)
Transport roll for Rapid 2.1 (Art.-Nr.: 80701005)
Transport roll in stainless steel for Rapid 2.1 (Art.-Nr.: 80701008)
Loading roll for Rapid 2.1 (Art.-Nr.: 80701006)
Loading roll in stainless steel for Rapid 2.1 (Art.-Nr.: 80701015)

127,00 euros
36,00 euros

107,00 euros
35,00 euros
65,00 euros
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Technical data

HOSE SKIMMER
for surfaces up to 15 m² RAPID 3.1
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Cooling lubricant quickly and easily
free of foreign oil

With the Rapid 3.1 hose skimmer
the removal of foreign oil at
Machine with a surface area of up
to 15 m² are quickly and easily.

Standard equipment:
- Basic unit with 3 meter cable
- Low-maintenance drain

Hose width

Temperature

Discharge rate

Hose length

Working range

Voltage

Weight

Power

230 V / 50 Hz

Ø 12 mm

up to 70 °C

3 - 12 l/h 

1 - 20 m

pH 6 - 13 

3.1 kg

35 W



Product overview
RAPID 3.1

Maintained and highly productive
cooling lubricant thanks to Rapid
for tanks up to 15 m² surefaceHose skimmer

Price

Article-No.
Designation

42,00 euros0700106
Universal bolt-on corner bracket for mounting the Rapid

26,00 euros0700109
Drain extension for Rapid 3.1 (0.5 m)

for cooling lubricant and hot applications
(Skimmer hose not included in the basic unit)

Price

66,00 euros
78,00 euros
93,00 euros

107,00 euros
123,00 euros
135,00 euros

14,00 euros

0720006
0720007
0720008
0720009
0720010
0720011
every additional one

for temperatures up to 70°C and pH 6-13

      DimensionsArticle-No.

1m
2m
3m
4m
5m
6m
1m

1089,00 eurosRapid 3.1 with timer0722108

1059,00 eurosRapid 3.1 without timer0722107

0700110
Rubi - Collecting tray for foreign oil 
Capacity 1.8 l

149,00 euros

Basic unit

Skimmer hose

Accessories

PriceDesignationArticle-No.
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DISK SKIMMER
for surfaces up to 2 m²

495,00 euros

55,00 euros

RAPID 4 including skimmer disc and 
mounting magnet

Rapid 4 skimmer disc, 250 mmØ 

0730107

0730008

PriceDesignationArticle-No.

for cooling lubricantBasic unit

149,00 eurosRubi - Collecting tray for foreign oil 
Capacity 1.8 l

0700110

PriceDesignationArticle-No.

Technical data

RAPID 4
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Accessories and spare parts

Cooling lubricant quickly and easily
free of foreign oil

With the Rapid 4 disk skimmer
the removal of foreign oil at
Machine with a surface area of up
to 2 m² are quickly and easily.

Standard equipment:
- Basic unit with 1.8 meter cable
- Double wiper inclusive skimmer disc
- Mounting magnet

Discharge rate

Submersion depth

Working range

Input voltage

Disc diameter

Temperature

Weight

Power

Dimensions L x W x H

3 - 12 l/h 

up to 40 mm

pH 7 - 11

230 V /  50 - 60 Hz

250 mm

up to 40 °C

2.5 kg

5 W 

290 x 225 x 250



for foreign oil, suitable for 
Rapid oil skimmer

COLLECTING TRAY

Technical Daten

149,00 eurosRubi - Collecting tray for foreign oil 
Capacity 1.8 l

0700110

PriceDesignationArticle-No.

Accessories

130
150

165

110

110 11
0

11
0

Cutaway model: 
Rubi with overflow protection 

(decanter function)

RUBI
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The Rubi c  for foreign oil ollecting tray
is a robust container with a 
capacity of 1.8 l.

The integrated overflow protection
prevents overflowing of the container. 
If Rubi not be emptied, the excess flows back into the 
machine through the decanter function. The emptying 
of the Rubis is  very quickly and easily because of ist
sophisticated shape. A simple and fast mounting by
hanging on the machine is possible - no drilling or screws.

Capacity

Weight

Outlet hose diameter

Dimensions l/b/h

Outlet hose length

1.8 l

1.0 kg

16 mm

ca. 150 mm x 130 mm x 165 mm 

ca. 0.1 m



CLEAN-TOWER
Mobile unit for 
maintaining and cleaning 
your cooling lubricant

CARE SYSTEM

32

Your Benefits
reduction in operating costs
extended service life for tool, 
machine and cooling lubricant
improves production quality
increases production speed
prevents odour pollution
clear view into the machine
increases levels of hygiene and 
employee satisfaction



Suction float AS 100 

The Clean Tower offers you complete care for your
cooling lubricant. By using pressure release flotation, foreign 
oils, suspended matter and oxygen deficits are a thing of the past.
From now on, work with the highly productive and healthier
cooling lubricant.

The mobile Clean Tower can be moved from machine to machine. 
There are two suction systems available for efficiently removing 
top-floating contamination.

The principle:
With the introduced air, the Clean Tower floats foreign oils and 
suspended matter to the surface, transfers them to the 
built-in dirt tank, enriches your cooling lubricant with oxygen and 
transfers this to the manufacturing machine again.

The future means:
Healthy and highly performance cooling lubricant 
without compromises
                                                ... in other words, Clean Tower.

CLEAN-TOWER - Care system

Suction system AS 200

Technical data

575

1
3
0
0

500
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150 - 300 l/h

pH 6 - 11

3 m

60 l / V2A

50 °C

0,7 m

60 l / V2A

230 V / 50 Hz / 0,15 kWh

575 x 500 x 1300 mm

5 m

68 kg

Capacity

Working range 

Suction and return hose length

Dirt tank

Working temperature 

Return height

Working tank

Mains connection

Dimensions L x W x H

Mains cable length

Weight



Product overview
CLEAN-TOWER

Price

5990,00 euros1501000
Clean-Tower 150 

Serienausstattung:
- 1x Clean-Tower inklusiv Verschlauchung
- 1x Absaugschwimmer AS 100

Article-No.
Designation

Price

Article-No.
Designation

249,00 euros1550000
Suction float AS 100

109,00 euros81501021
Hood for Clean Tower

Accessories

249,00 euros1550300
Suction system AS 200, 
for small and narrow openings

on request

on request
on request

1138002   Commissioning / introduction within Germany
               including all expenses

1599100   Test run, basic fee
1599000   Test run lease (per week)

Complete care with pressure 
release by Clean-Tower

for cooling lubricantBasic unit

Price

Article-No.
Designation

Service

care system
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Price

Article-No.
Designation

Replacements

56,50 euros1501100
Filter fleece for Clean Tower

7,50 euros70105007
Braided hose for Clean Tower (per meter)

215,50 euros1552000
Pre-filter for suction pump, complete including attachments, 350 µm

36,50 euros71552003
Supporting body for pre-filter

30,50 euros1553000
Pre-filter insert, washable, 350 µm 

133,50 euros1550600
Intake hose, Clean Tower

167,50 euros1550700
Return flow, Clean Tower

64,50 euros1550800
Reactor hose, Clean Tower

105,50 euros1550400
Suction lance, Clean Tower,
for emptying the work and dirt containers

62,50 euros1550500
Emptying hose, Clean Tower,
for emptying the work and dirt containers

43,50 euros1501027
Retention magnet, Clean Tower,
fits the intake hose and emptying hose

10,50 euros71505018
Geka quick coupling, length of hose 5/8" - 16mm

8,50 euros71501013
Geka blind coupling

1,50 euros71215008
2-ear hose clamp, 23 - 27mm



TEST KIT
Cooling lubricant 
in accordance 
with TRGS611

Your Benefits
robust, premium quality and compact
hygienic, simple and efficient
conforms to TRGS611
stable, biolocgically balanced
improves performance and
saves you money
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Light 149 €

With this test kit, you will be best prepared for
measurements on your cooling lubricants. 

The data on your cooling lubricant says a lot about its quality
and performance. With ongoing monitoring and proper handling,
you can gain enormous performance and savings potential from
your cooling lubricant. Machining and tooling costs can drop
significantly. You achieve a hygienic environment and know exactly
when a change becomes necessary.

The standard test kit offers you everything you need for
measurement in accordance with the TRGS611 standard.
Expanded versions of the kit give you still more possibilities.
You can, for example, additionally determine the pH value
digitally. And the digital refractometer will leave you feeling
even more comfortable.

Premium 819 €

Exclusiv 379 €

Standard 299 €

Compact 229 €

Contents of the Test Kit

Article-No.

Price    

Test kit small incl. insert, empty (330x265x80)

Test kit incl. insert, empty (570x300x135)

Operating manual

Maintenance schedule form (50 ea.)

“Silber” ballpoint pen

“Boss” ballpoint pen with Softtouch

Analog Refractometer

with LED illumination, 0-18%

Measuring strips pH 7.0-14.0 (100 ea.) 

Measuring strips hardness 0-28° dH (100 ea.)

Measuring strips nitrites 0-25 mg/l (100 ea.)

Sample jar, 50ml

Digital thermometer, -50° - +110°C

Measuring beaker, plastic, 250 ml

Edding AG marker 300, black

LED Flaschlight, titanium

Pocket Caluclator, Solar Mini

Safety glasses, polycarbonate

Nitrile disposable gloves, black - 5 pair

USB stick card, 4 GB

Conductivity tester, 0-1999 µS/cm

pH-Measuring device, 0-14 pH

Buffer solution pH 4, 50ml

Buffer solution pH 7, 50ml

Digital refractomer, 0-50 %

Buffer solution pH 4, 250 ml

Buffer solution pH 7, 250 ml

Replacement button battery LR44 (1 ea.)

for pole measuring device/thermometer 

Replacement button battery LR41 (1 ea.)

for analog refractometer

Ersatzbatterie AAA (1 Stk) 

Replacement battery AAA (1 ea.)

for digital refractometer/flash light

Light

2201101

149 €

1x

-

1x

1x

1x

-

-

1x

1x

1x

3x

1x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Compact

220110

229 €

1x

-

1x

1x

1x

-

1x

1x

1x

1x

3x

1x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Standard

2201001

299 €

-

1x

1x

1x

-

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

2x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Exclusiv

2201002

379 €

-

1x

1x

1x

-

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

2x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

-

-

-

-

-

-

Premium

2201003

819 €

-

1x

1x

1x

-

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

2x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

-

-

-

-

-

TEST KIT
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Price

Article-No.
Designation

74,90 euros2201110
Test kit small including insert, empty (Size: 330x265x80mm)

4,50 euros

9,90 euros5001001
“Boss” ballpoint pen with Softtouch, refill colour blue

Replacements

H 03051
50 x Maintenance schedule form for your cooling lubricant

92,90 euros2201011
Analog Refractometer with LED illumination,
0-18%  (Increments=0,1%)

8,50 euros2201020
Measuring strips pH 7.0 - 9.5
100 ea.

25,90 euros

25,90 euros2201022
Measuring strips, nitrites 0-25 mg/l
100 ea.

2201021
Measuring strips Hardness 0-28° dH
100 ea.
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4,50 euros2201040
Sample jar (50 ml) wide neck
for sampling and KSS test

15,50 euros5001010
LED-flashlight, titanium,
incl. 3 batteries  AAA

6,50 euros5001011

Pocket calculator, Solar Mini

2201010
Test kit including insert, empty (Size: 570x300x135mm)

102,90 euros

5001002
Ballpoint silber with metal clip, refill colour blue

7,90 euros

10,50 euros2201015 
Digital-Thermometer, black,
-50° - +110°C

7,50 euros2201041
Measuring beaker, plastic, 250 ml

5,50 euros2201052
Edding 300, black
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Price

Article-No.
Designation

7,50 euros2201050
Safety glasses, polycarbonate, one-size-fits-all

4,50 euros

15,50 euros5001012
USB stick card, "Biobalance", 4 GB

2201051
Nitrile disposable gloves - 5 pair free of
powder and latex proteins

30,90 euros2201013
Conductivity tester, 0-1999 µS/cm
Colour: yellow

35,90 euros2201014
pH measuring device, 0-14
Colour: yellow

6,50 euros

6,50 euros2201031
Buffer solution pH 7, 50ml,
to calibrate pH-Measuring device

2201030
Buffer solution pH 4, 50ml,
to calibrate pH-Measuring device

449,00 euros2201012
Digital refractometer
0 - 50% (Increments of 0.1%)

13,50 euros2201032
Buffer solution pH 4, 250ml,
to calibrate pH-Measuring device

2201033
Buffer solution pH 7, 250ml,
to calibrate pH-Measuring device

13,50 euros

2,20 euros2201092
Replacement battery AAA (1 ea.)
for digital refractometer/pocket flashlight

Replacement button battery
- LR44 (1 ea.) for pole measuring device/Thermometer (Art-No. 2201090)
- LR41 (1 ea.) for analog refractometer (Art-No. 2201091)

1,20 euros
1,20 euros



CHIPMAXX &
MAGNETIC BRUSH

to quickly and 
simply separate 
magnetic parts

Your Benefits
simple and quick cleaning 
adaptable to any use
powerful and efficient
removal of chips
ergonomic and compact
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Staff with high-power thereby
with great capacityhandlich 

With the Chipmaxx, you can clean your cooling lubricant tank,
your machines and your work area quickly, easily and reliably.

With its easy-to-grip handle, you can hold the Chipmaxx tightly
in your grip and direct it safely toward the chips and attract
them. By pulling on the slider, the magnetic attraction vanishes
and the chips that had been attracted simply fall away.

A cleaned cooling lubricant tank is especially important in
preserving the quality of your cooling lubricant. It also cuts
your machine and tooling costs while keeping your work
surroundings hygienically clean.

The Chipmaxx is just as helpful in enabling you to pick up
small magnetic items and in separating magnetic and
non-magnetic manufacturing components.

Slide to remove the magnetism
at the bar

To use:
When slider is plunged down, the rod is magnetised

To clean:
When slider is pulled back up, the rod is not magnetised

CAUTION:
The Chipmaxx should not be used by
persons sensitive to magnetism, on
running machinery or on objects
susceptible to damage by magnetism!

Universal-Holder for chipmaxx,
to be attached by magnetic or
screw

Handier and ergonomic handle
for secure guidance

magnetic

CHIPMAXX - in various lengths

Slider inserted

non-magnetic Slider pulled
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Powerfull brush with a high 
absorption capacity an a 
total height of 400mm 

Telescopic handle for adjusting 
the brush height 800-1120mm

Slide to remove the magnetism
on the brush

Rotary holder for hang-up and
store the magnetic brush

CAUTION:
The Chipmaxx should not be used by
persons sensitive to magnetism, on
running machinery or on objects
susceptible to damage by magnetism!

With the Magnetic brush, you can clean your work area
quickly, easily and reliably.

With its easy-to-grip handle, you can hold the Magnetic brush
tightly in your grip and direct it safely toward the chips and
attract them. By pulling on the slider, the magnetic attraction
vanishes and the chips that had been attracted simply fall away.

The magnetic brush is adjustable 800mm till 1120mm hauteur totale
extend. The Magnetic brush can be adjusted to your individual
requirements. 

A cleaned floor area increases the quality and safety of your
Company and keeps your working environment clean and hygienic.

The Magnetic brush is just as helpful in enabling you to pick
up small magnetic items and in separating magnetic and
non-magnetic manufacturing components.

For use: For cleaning:

MAGNETIC BRUSH 

Slide drawn
= not magnetic

Slide in working position 
= magnetic
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PriceArticle-No. Designation

Chipmaxx - in different lenghts

Chipmaxx 175 - rod length 175 mm, total length 390 mm   
Chipmaxx 300 - rod length 300 mm, total length  515 mm 
Chipmaxx 600 - rod length 600 mm, total length  815 mm 
Chipmaxx 800 - rod length 800 mm, total length 1015 mm 
Chipmaxx 1000 - rod length 1000 mm, total length 1215 mm  

Universal holder for Chipmaxx,
to be attached by magnet or screw 
 

39,90 euros
59,90 euros
90,90 euros

111,90 euros
131,90 euros

46,90 euros
 

1101040
1101041
1101042
1101043
1101044

1101039

PriceArticle-No. Designation

Magnetic brush with telescopic stick 

Magnetic brush with telescopic stick
Brush width 400mm, Gesamthöhe max. 1120mm

99,90 euros1103001



BARREL-, IBC- &
KANISTERSCHL

for quickly and 
easily opening 
your barrels

Your Benefits
Easy opening due to
optimal leverage 
Premium stainless steel design
Robust and practical
Compact and ergonomic construction 
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BARREL-, IBC- & CANISTER-KEY 

1.) Seal remover
2.) For large bung hole
3.) For small bung hole
4.) Ergonomic handle
5.) Hole for storage

2

3

1

5

4

Price

Article-No.
Designation

31,90 euros81102001  Barrel key with barrel seal opener
                307x52mm

19,90 euros
19,90 euros
19,90 euros
19,90 euros
69,90 euros

1102040    Canister key 1 - DIN 45, inner dimension of opening 3,5cm
1102041    Canister key 2 - DIN 51, inner dimension of opening 4,3cm
1102042    Canister key 3 - DIN 61, inner dimension of opening 4,8cm
1102043    Canister key 4 - DIN 71, inner dimension of opening 5,8cm
1102060    Canister key Set - jeach canister key 1, 2, 3 and 4

(DIN- and inner dimensions are only references and not binding)

Container Key

69,90 euros
89,90 euros

1102010    IBC key for cover 150mm,
                with integrated 2" opener and hanger
1102020    IBC key for cover 225mm,
                with integrated 2" opener and hanger

1.) For large bung hole
2.) Ergonomic handle
3.) Bore for storage
4.) For IBC 150mm 
5.) For IBC 225mm

1.) For canister cover
2.) Ergonomic handle
3.) Bore for storage

Using this barrel key, you will be able to open and close your barrels in no time. The integrated
seal remover takes the barrel seal off simply and securely. This manual barrel key provides optimal
leverage to securely open steel barrels, IBC-Container and canister. Because of its optimal design out
of robust and hardened stainless steel, it is very durable and simple to use. As a result of its well
positioned mounting hole, this barrel key is easy to store. 

All openers can be easily stored by their well-positioned mounting hole and are quick to
hand when needed.

Barrel-Key IBC-Key Canister-Key
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